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Introduction
Exclusive solo masturbation sex movies starring a great combination of name brand pornstars and
up-and-cumming sluts! That's what you have here with these lovely starlets putting their Solo Butts on
center stage for your dick to admire!

Adult Review
As part of a new and very quickly growing network of top quality smut sites, Solo Butts brings you sexy girls fucking
themselves silly with fluttering fingers and fantastic toys in hardcore masturbation scenes that any pornstar would be proud
of... but these are not pornstars, these are new starlets in that gray area between amateur sluts and professional whores. They
haven't yet decided if they want to be pro sluts but they are giving it a try on Solo Butts!
  
  Along with the 40+ exclusive scenes available on this sex site in HD, Solo Butts also gives you access to all of the Included
Sites listed on the right side of this porn review. Each of the sites on this adult network is filmed in crystal clear 1440x1080
high-def and that means you can see every stray pube or droplet of cum that drips out of their tight pink pussies. Close-up
porn with a zoomed in HD view that shows off each wrinkle of their rectum as these girls go for broke rubbing their clits and
creating as much friction on their G-spot as they can... because they want to cum bad and their climax is always just a few
more inches away!
  
  The only negative issue with Solo Butts is that the site name suggests a lot more ass play than you'll find. These girls usually
don't go anal and do very little backdoor dildo work as well. They have amazing butts but they are mostly for looking at not
for drilling.... yet. Hopefully their first experience on this pornsite will lead them down the path toward becoming hardcore all
access porn starlets one day.
  
  Also, as a special offer from The Tongue, if you sign-up using the Free Preview on this Porn Review Page you'll be able to
get a full month's access at a discounted price. The only better than good porn is good discount porn and the makers of Solo
Butts value our readers so they have arranged this special porn access pass just for you.

Porn Summary
Solo Butts is a great site for fans of hardcore HD masturbation videos starring novice sluts testing out their pussies on camera
for the first time. If you want lots of anal banging look somewhere else, but for pure whores with sexy asses stroking their
snatches... this porn paysite is tough to beat... and easy to beat-off to!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Solo Butts Was A Great Site But It Has Been Sold And No Longer Updates'
Quality: 91  Updates: 50 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 86
Support: 85 Unique: 80    Taste: 86        Final: 79

Porn Sites Included
Tug and Suck (86) ,Sum Dum Cunt (84) ,Wifey Likes Black Cock (82) ,White Curvy Asses (82) ,Bottom Bang (80) ,Bubble
Butt Tryouts (80) ,Butt Fetish (79) ,Mouth Drillers (79) ,Sexy POV (78) ,Boobs And Bottoms (78) ,Foxy Black Butts (77) ,
Handle My Wife (77) ,DMILF (76) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Booty, Exclusive, HD, SexToys, Softcore, Solo, Straight
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.97 Preview: 3 Days for $1.00 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Never Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 40
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